
 

Summer camp 2023  “Fun in the Sun”  was 

started in DPS, Barmer on 15th May,2023 for children to learn new skills in a 

safe nurturing environment and to explore the hidden talent of the student. The 

aim of the camp was to develop creativity, enhance knowledge, facilitate 

language learning and improve expression besides boosting confidence and to 

provide the children an opportunity to inculcate healthy habits and to encourage 

them to pursue various activities of their choice. During the camp, various 

activities like Art and Craft, Dance (both classical and western), Cricket, 

Swimming, Badminton , Archery, Skating and Music (vocal and instrumental) 

were conducted under the guidance of the experts in their respective fields. 

“School’s out, Summers in, let the drama stop and the fun begin.” 

Delhi Public Sr. Sec. School, Barmer organised a plethora of summer camp 

activities for Grades II- IX which provided the students with an opportunity to 

engage well with the activities of their choice.  These activities carried an 

element of fun and aided a platform for experimentation and creative expression. 

Discipline was well maintained. All their queries were addressed.  

Swimming- 

"The water is your friend...you don't have to fight with 

water, just share the same spirit as the water, and it will 

help you move." Alexandr Popov 

Swimming is one of the most eagerly awaited activity for 

every student at DPS, Barmer. Knowledge of Swimming 

is necessary for everybody as it includes life saving, life 

guarding and aquatic sports. It is also very good for 

maintaining physical fitness. Swimming is a wholesome 

exercise that helps cultivate the right stamina for a 

healthy person. Swimming, at DPS, Barmer, during the 

summer camp are guided and supervised by the 

swimming coaches Excellent and hygienic water 

standards at the pool are maintained by the school. There 

were the separate timings for boys and girls to use the 

pool. The coaches are well-trained to tackle emergencies 

as well as there are other lifeguards as the assistant 

coaches. 
 

Skating- 

“Skating can make you feel athletic, graceful, 

beautiful.” Gracie Gold 

All study and no play does not cater to the needs of 

today's child. Sports are an important aspect of a 

growing child. The sports curriculum of DPS, Barmer 

Summer camp-2023 is designed to ensure student's 

progressive growth, safety and make the learning 

process more enjoyable. As DPS, Barmer is known for 

its infrastructure and sports facilities, the skating rink at 

the school is among the major attractions for sports-

loving students. Skating helps in improving balance and 

motor coordination skills and is therefore an important 

skill to learn. All these benefits were enjoyed by the kids 

in the skating classes being conducted in the DPS 

Summer Camp. For adolescents in particular, it helps 

them with speed, balance, and strengthening their 

growing musculoskeletal structures. Proper safety 

measures were ensured by the coaches to ensure safe 

play.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.brainyquote.com/authors/gracie-gold-quotes


Badminton – 

“Badminton is like ballet dancing, it requires a lot 

of control, strength, and mind-play and measured 

movement.” 

Encouraging our children to participate in the game 

of badminton helps them in exploring and 

developing skills that are considered beneficial 

throughout their lives. Badminton is a technical sport 

that requires a great amount of flexibility, agility, and 

responsiveness. Badminton promotes confidence. 

It’s physical. It can burn calories while having fun. 

All these benefits were enjoyed by the kids in the 

badminton classes being conducted in the summer 

camp. 

 

Dance-“Dance is the joy of movement and the 

heart of life” 

DPS has highly trained and experienced professional 

who have joined together to impact  high quality 

training in the field of Dance. During the summer 

camp we had provide training in the field of Indian 

Classical and Western styles of dance. 

Students learn basic skills as they learn new dance 

movements, gaining improved balance, coordination, 

confidence, personal skill development and stage 

fearness in the process. Through discipline and 

instructors help the students learn socialization skills 

along with the ability to focus in class room 

environment. The children were very enthusiastic 

while learning the dance form and showed a lot of 

eagerness to learn. 

Students of DPS, Barmer from classes II to IX 

enthusiastically participated and showcased their 

hidden talents in the vibrant dance sessions. The little 

ones tapped their feet on various songs. 

 

Music- 

“Words make you think. Music makes you feel.” 

 At DPS, Barmer Summer Camp, children 

got  the opportunity to explore different styles of 

music. To bring back the beauty of feeling and 

expressing, a vocal and instrumental music camp 

activity was organised for the students of Classes III 

to XII In the music class, students were taught to 

identify their passion, and skill and teach them ways 

to enhance it. It was evident from their singing that 

everyone was having a great time. The session was 

also a platform for enhancing the art and skills of a 

performer. As excited as they were, we could learn 

one complete song to play their respective 

instruments as well as to sing and perform as an 

artist. It was a meaningful and productive session. A 

heartening number of  students participated and their 

creative side was explored. 

Art and Craft – “Art is the best way for children 

to learn.” 

 In keeping with the theme of Creativity, Painting, 

Sketching, Best out of Waste. The activity classes for 

Art and Craft were much appreciated by the students 

who were taught a variety of art and craft techniques 

that helped to enhance their skills. The students learnt 

to make Mandala painting, sketching, cotton craft, 

origami, earbuds wall hanging etc . Object study in 

pencil shading was also taught along with techniques 

of drawing and shading of basic forms. Using 

different media of colours was demonstrated through 

flower painting in water colors that helped the 

students understand the process of colour mixing and 

application. The students were also introduced to the 

history of Indian folk art, Madhubani Painting after 

which they showcased their skills through their own 

spectacular paintings. Students find ideas, activities, 

and crafts have a great artistic fun at summer camp in 

DPS, Barmer. 

 

Archery – 

“A good archer is known not by his arrows but by his aim” 

Archery is a fun sport for people of all ages and abilities. It helps to improve student 

motivation, behavior, and focus. Archery also helps to improve self-confidence and 

can introduce students to the natural world. Archery teaches discipline, respect and 

self-control, something that carries over into pupils' attitude, work habits and other 

school activities. With the objective of providing specialized training in a variety of 

sports and games in a motivating and enriching environment, DPS Barmer 

organized Archery as an activity in 

summer camp 2023 for the children 

of classes II to IX in the school 

premises. In Archery 81 student had 

shown their enthusiastic 

participation and were eager to avail 

the rich experience the camp 

offered. 

 

Arts & Carft Exhibition 

On the final day, an exhibition was also organised where craft items such as paper pottery from newspapers, photo frame, marble painting 

and glass painting prepared by the students were displayed. On the occasion, competitions in the discipline of swimming, skating, cricket 

and yoga were also held. 

Principal of the school, Mrs Sonal Deora interacted with the students, who explained their experience of the summer camp. While 

speaking, Principal highlighted the importance of such camps as these help in grooming the hidden talent of the students. She also assured 

the students that such activities which help them in developing the overall personality of an individual will be organised in the future also. 

Later, There was a distribution of the certificate to the students. 

Closing Ceremony of the Summer Camp 2023 

The weeklong summer camp organised by Delhi Public Sr. Sec. School, Barmer ended today on 20 th May 2023. Extracurricular activities also play an important role in 

upbringing of the students, so our school had organized this camp to enhance the abilities of the students in their fields respected to their interest. During the Camp, Students of 

Classes II-IX were offered a plethora of activities which included art and craft, dance, music, archery, badminton, skating and swimming and had learned a lot under the 

supervision of their respective trainers. Students showcased their creations through an exhibition wherein, they displayed art and craft work. A cultural bonanza was organised 

where students presented eye –captivating performances. The camp helped the students and encouraged them to develop their latent skills and talents. All students participated 

enthusiastically in the camp and were excited to be a part of it. The classical and Punjabi dance enthralled the onlookers. The vocal and instrumental music were played by the 

students was marvellous. Archery, Skating, Swimming, Badminton performance were mesmerizing. The students who actively participated in the camp were given certificates 

also given a special prize to the best performer in their respective fields. Grand Closing Ceremony of summer Camp followed by Art and Craft EXHIBITION and visit of our 

honorable guest Surendra kumar ji Mehta (Senior Tax advisor ), Shri Rajni kant ji Vyas (President of Seva Bharti, Barmer), Deva Ram ji Suthar (Principal of Mahesh Shikshan 

Sansthan, BEd college) and DPS principal Mrs. Sonal Deora . Anchors for today’s live Event were Mrs. Vineeta Soni and Mr. Dinesh Singh. 
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Dear Teachers’, 
“It was immense pleasure to see my daughters participating in 
various activities organised by school. The arrangements were 
really good and atmosphere for kids was highly motivated . Thank 
you for taking such a great care of our kids, in this summer 
camp. Pictures posted by the school, during this event was 
awesome. It was nice treat for us to look back at the photos and 
see all the adventures our kids shared with you . I am satisfied 
by seeing improvement and remarkable confidence level in my 
daughter’s overall personality development and physical activities. 
I would like to extend my gratitude towards management and 
teachers and also hope that extended efforts would continue.” 

    

 

 

Mr Darshan Singh Brar 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“Kids loved every moment during this Summer Camp at DPS,Barmer. Thanks DPS, Barmer for the amazing experience 
in the Summer camp –Fun in the Sun 2023, that you provided to our children. My children came home a more 
confident and independent person. They made great friends and developed many new skills. They can’t wait to return 
next summer!  I highly recommend the opportunity to anyone who wants a well rounded camp experience for their 
child.” 

 

 

Mr Ashish Mishra and Mrs Anupama Mishra, 

Parent of  

Ishanvi (Std VIII- KV Uttarlai) and  

Rudransh Mishra (Std I - DPS, Barmer)  

 

Thanks to all the staff at Delhi Public School ,Barmer to oraganize summer camp .Activities are fun ,Educational 
and creative way of learning for young child. My son Lav had participate in Swimming, Dance, Music and Archery 
.He was very excited and enjoyed very much. 

Thanks to all the teachers to organise such an event and guide each and every child individually .So that they can 
also communicate and become interested in these type of things beside their study. 

Good efforts by all teachers I am very grateful to the Management, Principal ma’am, Coordinators and all the 
teachers .Keep it up! I wish a great success to DPS,Barmer. 

 

 

 

Mrs Nidhi Ramawat, 

Mother of Lav Ramawat, Class – VIII A 

"We are so grateful that our daughter was able to take part 
in such an empowering, self affirming programme as Summer 
Camp at DPS, Barmer. 
 Studying in DPS has always been a great experience for 
Samrah . She used to enjoy a lot in DPS. She was equally 
excited to join this summer camp. Teachers are helpful, 
cooperative and motivate children to take the best out of 
them. The teaching pattern is good. Activities are another 
attraction for her, especially swimming. The balance between 
studies and extra curriculum make DPS, Barmer a best 
choice.” 

 

 

 

 

Mrs Mehnaaz Ali 

Mother of Samrah Ali, Class –VI B 

“My daughter really enjoyed this Summer Camp. I think Sonali did a good job at creating a friendly environment. Every 
class was very interesting for her and I felt like She learned a lot.Thank you again DPS,Barmer for providing such a 
great platform.” 

 
Mrs Kanchan Kanwar , 

Mother of Sonali, Class- VIII-B 

 

 

“We, the parents of Manya are proud to be a part of this 
esteemed institution – DPS Barmer. We express our sincere 
gratitude towards the Management, Principal and teachers 
for their full support and efforts in developing the confidence 
and capability in our child during this Summer Camp. Apart 
from studies there is adequate focus on extra curricular 
activities to enable the holistic development of students.” 

 

 

Parent of Manya  

Class – IX 

“After a long break from physical school, I was  really excited about summer camp in the DPS,Barmer .All staff was 
friendly, prepared, energetic, flexible and helpful. My experience here was wonderful during this Summer Camp-2023. A 
perfect experience!! I really enjoyed this Summer Camp in DPS,Barmer. This has been one of our best experiences. I 
had so much fun.” 

 
 

 Diva Choudhary 

Class –VIII 
School -Mayo, Ajmer 

 

 
“I'm so so so grateful I got the opportunity to experience this camp. It was truly something which I will not forget. The 
bond I created with everyone is just crazy. We enjoyed the summer camp despite the sweltering heat of May sunshine. 
Thank you so much DPS, Barmer for making the Summer Camp journey truly an enjoyable one.” 

 

 

Shree  

Class- VI B 

School –DPS,Barmer 

 

“DPS ,Barmer is an excellent place for learning and development 
of students. Education is treated as worship here. All the 

faculties are extremely supportive and knowledgeable. Even I 
enjoyed a lot during this Summer Camp and learned many new 

activities. We all had a great time here. " 
 

 

Lovely Kaur 

Class-IX 

School- DPS Barmer 

“It has been an enjoyable Summer Camp where we had the chance to interact with our peers and learn new knowledge, 
information and games that really nourish our mind. We learned about the importance of each and every activity.” 

 

 

Priyanshi Sharda 

Class- VII B 

School- DPS Barmer 

 

“I am very impressed with the Summer Camp which provides a 
 great platform for her to learn several new things which boost 

confidence in her.Thank you !so much for the amazing 
opportunity.” 

 

Mrs Vinita Soni 

Mother of Lavya Soni,  

Class-II A 

“Being in DPS,Barmer has been a Tremendous journey of experiences and have learnt a lot. In Summer Camp I have 
been Enjoying so much here, cooperation of teachers makes it even more interesting. Be it studies or Co curricular 
activities, DPS, Barmer gives as good as it can and truly proves that They always believe in best" 

 

Yuvraj Singh 

Class- VI A 

School- DPS Barmer 



  

   Glimpse of Summer camp 



 




